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By Frank Spizzirri

Comity, deference and the recognition of for-
eign orders and laws in cross-border insol-
vency proceedings are, in this now-global-

ized age, very common. As a result, the ancillary 
court in a proceeding will often defer to the court 
of the main jurisdiction on many issues in a cross-
border proceeding. As between Canada and the 
U.S., at any given time there are any number of 
insolvency proceedings that involve both the U.S. 
and Canadian laws and courts. With a long history 
of friendly relations, deference and cross-border 
comity, it is no wonder that cross-border proceed-
ings involving Canada and the U.S. are often put 
forward as models for other nations to emulate. 
 However, deference is not a given, nor should 
it be taken for granted. Deference and comity are 
earned, not things to which parties are entitled. 
Recently, two cases in Canada involving cross-
border issues have brought the territorial aspects of 
cross-border proceedings to the fore. These cases 
highlight that Canadian courts, though fully support-
ive of the principles of comity and deference, must 
still apply Canadian law and legal principles, and 
must take into consideration the impact of requested 
cross-border relief on Canadian stakeholders. 

Payless Holdings Inc. LLC, et al.
 In April 2017, Payless Holding Inc. LLC and a 
number of subsidiaries (including its Canadian sub-
sidiaries (collectively, “Payless”)) filed for protec-
tion under chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. 
As part of that process, Payless sought cross-bor-
der recognition under Part IV1 of the Companies’ 
Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA),2 a now-com-
mon practice for cross-border corporate groups. 
As part of that cross-border application, Payless 
sought a number of interim and final orders, includ-
ing the recognition of a debtor-in-possession (DIP) 
loan order that had been granted by the chapter 11 
court and a DIP loan charge in Canada, which are 
not uncommon requests. The Canadian court rec-
ognized the rest of the orders, but declined to rec-
ognize the U.S. DIP loan order or grant a DIP loan 
charge in Canada.3 It was somewhat of a surprise 
that a Canadian court had declined to recognize a 
U.S. order, but given the facts, this probably should 
not have been surprising at all.

 Payless had secured DIP financing in the U.S. 
The DIP facility required that the Canadian sub-
sidiaries, which were not borrowers under the DIP 
loan (nor were they borrowers under the existing 
U.S. facility) and would not receive any advances 
under the DIP facility, to act as guarantors and put 
up their assets as collateral security. This required 
two orders in Canada: one recognizing the U.S. 
DIP order and the second creating a priority charge 
for the DIP facility. The argument put forward by 
Payless to the Canadian court was that there would 
be no material prejudice to the creditors and that the 
benefit to Payless as a whole would outweigh any 
prejudice. The motion was opposed by certain land-
lords, who argued that granting the orders would be 
detrimental to their position.
 Payless argued that encumbering the Canadian 
subsidiaries’ assets, although effectively unencum-
bered at that point, was necessary in order to secure 
DIP financing, and that granting the orders was rea-
sonable and appropriate “given the broad remedial 
purposes and the flexibility inherent in the CCAA, 
which allows the court to consider the interest of 
the broader stakeholder body in making orders 
under the CCAA.”4 Payless advised the court that 
the Canadian subsidiaries intended to operate in the 
normal course, creditors would be paid in the ordi-
nary course of business and there were no contem-
plated store closures.
 Payless also argued that most of the creditors 
(both secured and unsecured) would be protected 
by a priority charge — and anyone without the 
protection of a priority charge, if unpaid, could file 
a claim in the proceeding if and when there was 
a plan. The applicants looked to two fairly recent 
cases (InterTAN5 and Hartford6) where such relief 
was granted to support its position.
 Opposing the motion was a group of landlords 
that basically argued that everyone except the land-
lords was being protected, and that while Payless 
advised that the landlords would be paid in the 
ordinary course, “the landlords would still be unse-
cured and the good intentions of the Applicant in 
continuing operations and making promises to pay 
the landlords could change depending on economic 
conditions.”7 In short, all the landlords had was an 
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unsecured promise from Payless. Moreover, the DIP loan 
included a “no marshalling” provision, meaning that the DIP 
lender did not need to look first to the pre-petition assets, 
but instead could look to any asset that was now secured. 
The court sided with the landlords; granting the DIP related 
orders, it stated, altered the status quo, noting:

The fact remains that prior to the Chapter 11 filing, 
the Payless Canada Group was not a borrower. By 
providing the guarantee and the security, combined 
with the absence of a charge or other mechanism to 
protect the position of the landlords, the position of 
the landlords could be detrimentally affected.
It seems ... that, at the very least, if the DIP ABL 
Credit Facility was to be approved, there would have 
to be adequate protection to ensure that all Canadian 
creditor groups would [not] be adversely affected by 
the grant of the security. That is not what is current-
ly proposed.8

 The court further noted as it distinguished the Hartford 
(where there was no evidence different creditor groups would 
be treated differently) and InterTAN (where there was evi-
dence of an immediate liquidity crisis) cases:

[T]he reorganizational proposal contemplates the con-
tinued operation of all stores in Canada, but there can 
be no assurances that this proposal will come to frui-
tion. In the event that circumstances change, it should 
not be the landlords who are put at risk. The landlords 
[might] be contingent unsecured creditors at this time 
but it is only fair and reasonable that they be provided 
with adequate protection to contemplate all going for-
ward scenarios. Other unsecured creditor [s’] groups 
have received identifiable and quantifiable forms of 
protection and it is up to the Applicant to provide this 
type of comfort to the Landlord Group.9

 The result was that no DIP-related orders were made and 
the parties were left to fashion their own solutions, if any could 
be reached. Interestingly, the DIP facility advances proceeded 
in the U.S. despite the Canadian subsidiaries not being guaran-
tors as had been demanded as a condition to the DIP financing. 
 There are two takeaways from the case. First, a Canadian 
court, while prepared to defer to the court of the main pro-
ceeding, will still consider the relief sought and the impact 
on Canadian stakeholders, and any applicant should consider 
its arguments and evidence carefully when seeking relief, 
even relief that is usually and commonly given, to make 
sure it complies with Canadian substantive law. Second, and 
more interestingly, stakeholders should speak up if they feel 
aggrieved, as they might win. Regarding this latter point, the 
court, while distinguishing Hartford and InterTAN in law, 
also noted10 that the motion in Hartford was unopposed and 
the motion in InterTAN was ex parte (i.e., there was no oppo-
sition, possibly suggesting that had there been active opposi-
tion in those cases, the results might have been different).

Walter Energy Canada Holdings Inc.
 Walter Energy Canada Holdings Inc. and certain 
other Canadian entities (collectively, the “Walter Canada 

Group”)11 were the Canadian part of a larger international 
Walter Energy Group. Walter Canada Group commenced a 
proceeding under the CCAA and brought an application to 
the court to determine the claim filed by the UMWA 1974 
Pension Plan and Trust (the “1974 plan”). 
 The 1974 plan’s claim was based on the provisions of 
U.S. legislation, namely the Employee Retirement and 
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).12 The claim arose 
from certain unfunded pension liabilities owed to former 
employees of a U.S. entity within Walter Energy Group, not 
the Canadian entities. The 1974 plan claimant argued that 
ERISA’s “long-arm” abilities applied to the Walter Canada 
Group, even though they were all Canadian corporations or 
entities conducting their mining businesses only in Canada 
and not in the U.S. ERISA, among other things, allowed for 
the ignoring of separate legal entities when seeking recov-
ery. Substantive law in Canada — and British Columbia and 
Alberta specifically (as the companies operated in those two 
provinces) — does not allow for such long-arm action with-
out facts supporting a “piercing of the corporate veil.” The 
1974 plan claimant did not argue any other ground or rea-
son why the Canadian entities should be liable beyond the 
ERISA provisions. 
 Thus, the issue before the court was whether a claim 
could be made in connection with a long-arm U.S. law and 
whether such law could extend beyond the U.S. border and 
into Canada and to the Canadian entities. The case boiled 
down to three questions:

1. Under Canadian conflict of laws rules, was the 1974 
plan’s claim governed by Canadian substantive law or 
U.S. substantive law (including ERISA)?; 
2. If the 1974 Plan’s claim was governed by U.S. sub-
stantive law (including ERISA), then as a matter of U.S. 
law, could ERISA be applied extraterritorially?; and 
3. If the 1974 plan’s claim was governed by U.S. substan-
tive law (including ERISA), and ERISA applied extra-
territorially, was it unenforceable in Canada because it 
conflicts with Canadian public policy, if any? 

 The court only got as far as the first question, and it found 
that Canadian substantive law applied. In coming to this con-
clusion, the court looked at the jurisprudence on choice of 
law and the “connecting factors” that are necessary for the 
consideration. The court found that as a matter of Canadian 
law, a corporation’s domicile was the main connecting factor 
and that such domicile was, absent any evidence to the con-
trary, its place of incorporation. Other common potentially 
connecting factors, such as a contract’s governing law provi-
sion or the occurrence of a tort in another jurisdiction, were 
not present in this case, resulting in the court concluding that

under Canadian choice-of-law rules, the place of 
incorporation or organization of the Walter Canada 
Group entities is the appropriate “connecting factor” 
in relation to the issue arising from the 1974 Plan’s 
claim. As a result, British Columbia and Alberta law 
determine whether the separate legal personalities of 
the Walter Canada Group entities can be ignored.13 

8 Id. at ¶¶ 41 and 42.
9 Id. at ¶ 47.
10 Id. at ¶¶ 44 and 46, respectively.

11 Re Walter Energy Canada Holdings Inc., 2017 B.C.S.C. 709 (B.C.S.C.).
12 29 U.S.C. § 1001, as amended.
13 Walter at ¶ 162.
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What that meant for corporate liability was summed up by 
the court by citing a leading authority on conflict of laws:

Whether an entity exists as a matter of law must, in 
principle, depend upon the law of the country under 
which it was formed. That law will determine wheth-
er the entity has a separate legal existence. The law 
of that country will determine the legal nature of the 
entity so created, e.g., whether the entity is a corpo-
ration or partnership, and, if the latter, the legal inci-
dents which attach to it.14

 As a result, the court concluded that “British Columbia 
and Alberta law determine whether the separate legal per-

sonalities of the Walter Canada Group entities can be 
ignored. ERISA is not part of British Columbia or Alberta 
law. Accordingly, the 1974 Plan’s claim must fail for that 
reason.”15 Had the case been fought in the U.S., the result 
would have probably been different. But the case was 
fought in Canada, and Canadian law differed from U.S. 
law on the key point in the case. For U.S. practitioners, the 
key takeaway is that while U.S. laws apply in the U.S. and 
some U.S. laws may appear to extend their reach extrater-
ritorially, in the end, Canadian courts will apply Canadian 
substantive law and Canadian conflict-of-law rules will 
govern.  abi
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14 Id. at ¶ 152 (citing A.V. Dicey, J.H.C. Morris and Lawrence Collins, The Conflict of Laws, Vol. 1, 15th ed. 
(London, Sweet & Maxwell, 2012) at 1532-33). 15 Walter at ¶¶ 177 and 178.
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